
Speech Writing Format: Essential Guide
to Crafting Impactful Speeches
Writing a speech is a difficult task, whether you're preparing for a formal event, a presentation,
or a public speaking engagement. This guide will help you structure your speech effectively,
ensuring your message is clear and engaging.

1. Understand Your Audience and Purpose

● Identify Your Audience: Know who you are speaking to. This will influence your tone,
language, and content.

● Define the Purpose: Are you informing, persuading, entertaining, or inspiring your
audience? Clarify your goal.

2. Research and Gather Information

● Research Your Topic: Gather relevant facts, statistics, anecdotes, and quotes to
support your message.

● Organize Information: Group your research into categories to create a logical flow.

3. Create an Outline

● Introduction
○ Greeting: Start with a polite greeting to your audience.
○ Attention Getter: Use a quote, question, or anecdote to grab attention.
○ Purpose Statement: Clearly state the purpose of your speech.
○ Preview: Briefly outline the main points you will cover.

● Body
○ Main Point 1:

■ Subpoint A: Supporting information or examples.
■ Subpoint B: Additional details or anecdotes.

○ Main Point 2:
■ Subpoint A: Supporting information or examples.
■ Subpoint B: Additional details or anecdotes.

○ Main Point 3:
■ Subpoint A: Supporting information or examples.
■ Subpoint B: Additional details or anecdotes.

● Conclusion
○ Summary: Recap the main points of your speech.
○ Restate Purpose: Reinforce the purpose of your speech.
○ Call to Action: Encourage your audience to take specific action.
○ Closing Remark: End with a memorable quote, question, or statement.



4. Write the Speech

● Introduction:
○ Greeting: "Good morning, everyone."
○ Attention Getter: "Imagine a world where..."
○ Purpose Statement: "Today, I want to talk to you about..."
○ Preview: "I will cover three main points:..."

● Body:
○ Main Point 1: "First, let's discuss..."

■ Subpoint A: "Research shows that..."
■ Subpoint B: "An example of this is..."

○ Main Point 2: "Next, consider..."
■ Subpoint A: "Studies indicate..."
■ Subpoint B: "Furthermore..."

○ Main Point 3: "Finally, let's look at..."
■ Subpoint A: "Experts suggest..."
■ Subpoint B: "In addition..."

● Conclusion:
○ Summary: "In summary, we have discussed..."
○ Restate Purpose: "This highlights the importance of..."
○ Call to Action: "I urge you to..."
○ Closing Remark: "Remember, change starts with us."

5. Practice Your Speech

● Rehearse: Practice multiple times to gain confidence.
● Timing: Ensure your speech fits within the allocated time.
● Feedback: Get feedback from others to improve.

6. Deliver Your Speech

● Body Language: Maintain good posture and use appropriate gestures.
● Eye Contact: Engage with your audience by making eye contact.
● Voice: Use variations in tone and pace to keep your audience interested.

Example of a Speech Outline

Introduction

● Greeting: Good evening, everyone.
● Attention Getter: Did you know that nearly 70% of people experience stage fright?
● Purpose Statement: Today, I'm here to share tips on overcoming the fear of public

speaking.
● Preview:We'll explore the causes, strategies to cope, and long-term benefits.



Body

● Main Point 1: Causes of Stage Fright
○ Subpoint A: Psychological factors
○ Subpoint B: Physical symptoms

● Main Point 2: Strategies to Cope
○ Subpoint A: Preparation techniques
○ Subpoint B: Relaxation exercises

● Main Point 3: Long-term Benefits
○ Subpoint A: Increased confidence
○ Subpoint B: Enhanced career opportunities

Conclusion

● Summary:We've discussed the causes, coping strategies, and benefits of overcoming
stage fright.

● Restate Purpose: It's crucial to address and manage this fear for personal growth.
● Call to Action: Start implementing these techniques today.
● Closing Remark: Remember, every great speaker started as a beginner.

By following this speech writing format, you'll be able to craft a well-structured and compelling
speech that effectively communicates your message to your audience.


